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         Welcome to our 2022 product catalog, where you will
find all our products, specifications, and available options.
Browse our wide variety of granite products that can be
applied to your landscape as well as exterior and interior
finishes. 

Our goal is to provide premium granite hardscape materials
at affordable pricing while improving, and re-designing the
way use natural granite. 

We pride ourselves on bringing new ideas and techniques
to the hardscaping industry with products that flow and
integrate with one another, while simultaneously reducing
installation times with precise manufacturing.

Our team of experts is here to support you every step of
the way. From inquiries to delivery of products, we intend
to keep you supplied with the quality materials you and
your clients require.
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Quality
Sourced from un-blasted

bed rock and

manufactured in Canada,

this allows us to

consistently supply the

best quality products to

our customers.  Durability
Created by centuries of

Canada's rugged elements,

these granite materials

naturally withstand all

exterior elements with

minimal care.Design
Our goal at Rock Interlock is

to provide our customers

with consistent, efficient

products while reducing

installation times and

increasing productivity on

site while maintaining a

luxurious feel. 
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        Including a standard rise of 7" our solid granite steps easily

transition from one feature to the next. Widths available from 4' -

8' and include a  16"  depth for linear assemblies and 20" depth for

curves.

Finished with a thermal abrasive surface ensuring a secure

footing and guillotine split sides and face, these steps guarantee

comfort, stability, and good looks. 

4'-8'

16
"-
20

"

Split-faced

AVAILABLE COLORS

Shadow Black           Soft Grey        Harvest Brown
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        Including a standard thickness of 2", these large flagstone

slabs can cover up to 50sqft in a single piece. Install them as extra

large pavers, or cut them to any custom dimension or shape to

create unique hardscape styling.  

AVAILABLE COLORS

Shadow Black           Soft Grey        Harvest Brown

Rough Dimension

5' x 10'
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Square or rectangle, this modern look comes in many sizes. 

See our popular dimensions below.  

AVAILABLE COLORS

Shadow Black           Soft Grey        Harvest Brown

SQUARE RECTANGLE
12" x 12"

24" x  24"

36" x 36"

48" x 48"

60" x 60"

12" x 24"

24" x  36"

36" x 48"

48" x 60"

60" x 96"

2" STANDARD THICKNESS

Custom sizing available upon request.
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        Unique to Rock interlock, we have designed and developed the

only pre-cut granite flagstone system on the market that

resembles random-cut flagstone assemblies without the harsh

labor, waste, dust, and noise associated with on-site cutting. 

This product is a must for reduced access spaces, new builds,

populated areas, or simply for its installation, product efficiencies,

and great looks. 
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AVAILABLE COLORS

Shadow Black          Soft Grey          Harvest Brown

PATENT PENDING

CONTINUED

ASSEMBLY REFERENCE

Available in two sizes:

4'
8'

1.5" STANDARD THICKNESS

SMALL PATTERN  LARGE PATTERN
Ideal for hand

laid applications.

small patios,

walkways and

common areas. 

Machine install

required. 

Large patios,

walkways and

common areas. 
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AVAILABLE COLORS

Shadow Black          Soft Grey          Harvest Brown
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        Introduce natural granite into your home, cottage

interior, or exterior with our Veneer and Tile options. 

Choose from square, rectangle, or even "The Smart Flagstone

System" profile, for a unique touch to your next home

improvement project. 

SQUARE RECTANGLE
12" x 12"

24" x  24"

36" x 36"

12" x 24"

24" x  36"

36" x 48"

Custom sizing available upon request.

1/2"-1" THICKNESS
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Don't see what you are looking for?

Contact us about your unique or

custom order needs, and one of our

experts will be happy to assist you

through the design and ordering

process. 

AVAILABLE COLORS

Shadow Black          Soft Grey          Harvest Brown
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